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1. INTRODUCTION 
As one leaves the comfortable symmetric world of ring theory to the 
adventurous world of nearring theory, the bridge seems to promise the 
voyager a minor excursion into axiomatics. The toll is simply to pay, or 
give up, (1) commutivity of addition, or (2) a distributive law, or perhaps 
both (1) and (2). 
After the voyager pays the toll and is across the bridge, it is natural for 
him to orient himself and to learn how the new world is like his old world. 
But, very quickly, he finds that the new world seems considerably more 
awkward, or less relined, than his old world. Now with perseverance, or 
some courageous exploration, he finds that this new world is really broader 
and richer, and very challenging and stimulating. Even though it lacks the 
symmetry and comfort of the old world, it offers new structural insights 
into mathematics, and as the new structures are understood, one can 
readily see that there is a sophisticated beauty in these structures but 
that they do not have some of the old beauty resulting from the additional 
symmetry of ring theory. In addition, one learns to appreciate that the old 
world of ring theory, with its inherent beauty from the extra symmetry, 
really is a very special world in the mathematical universe, something of a 
mathematical Shangri-la. 
In this work, we show that the old world of ring theory strongly bids its 
admirers and serious students to take a rigorous adventure into the world 
of nearrings. As a result, one sees that the ideas and structure of each world 
provide insight and influence upon the other. 
Even though the ring of intergers (Z, +, .) is an extremely popular and 
influential ring, it is well known that the mothers of all rings are the rings 
of endomorphisms (E(A), +, 0) of abelian groups (A, +). This is, in part, 
due to a very exceptional role that abelian groups play. If E(A) denotes the 
endomorphisms of the abelian group A, and if f, gE E(A), then not only 
is fc g E E(A), but f + g E E(A). It is not at all remarkable that f 0 g E E(A), 
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but it is vq unusual for the sum of two endomorphisms of an algebraic 
structure to again be an endomorphism. For example, if (G, +) is a 
nonabelian group, then one cannot expect f+ g to be an endomorphism 
of G, even if f and g are. Even if f and g are ring endomorphisms of 
a ring (R, +, .), one cannot expect that f+g should also be a ring 
endomorphism. 
For an abelian group (A, + j, the ring E(A) acts on A in such a way to 
make A a right E(A)-module. In particular, we have 
(.x + v)f= (.a + bit”) (1.1) 
and 
x(f+ g) = (XJ’) + (.%I, (1.2 
for all f, gEE(A) and for all x, y EA. For (l.l), we say that “the ring 
elements distribute over the group elements,” and for (1.2), we say that 
“the group elements distribute over the ring elements.” This is an important 
distinction for what will follow. 
Some of the first explorers to cross the bridge into the world of nearrings 
found that the (M(G), +, 0) are the mothers of all nearrings, where (G, +) 
is a group (not necessarily abelian), and where M(G) is the set of all map- 
pings of G into itself. The nearring M(G) acts on G in such a way that 
$f+ g) = (xfj + (xg) (1.2’) 
for all f, g E M(G) and for all x E G. In other words, the group elements dis- 
tribute over the nearring elements. So it was natural to model the definition 
of a nearring module upon these observations. (Note: since we have put 
the argument x of a function f on the left, xJ; we have that M(G) satisfies 
the left distributive law and acts on the right of elements of G.) If one were 
just experimenting with axioms, one might have insisted upon the axiom 
(x + ?,)f= (.g) + (yfj (1.1’) 
for all f in the nearring and for all x and y in the group, i.e., the nearring 
elements distribute over the group elements. In addition, (1.1’) makes f an 
endomorphism. But it is naive to believe that excursions into nearring 
theory are exercises in axiomatics, so it is not surprising that explorers of 
nearring theory consider the action of M(G) upon G as the “correct” model 
for the concept of a nearring module. 
In his dissertation [9], Gary Grainger has irrefutably demonstrated that 
workers in nearring theory can no longer assume that the action of M(G) 
upon G provides the only correct way to view the concept of a nearring 
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module. The lack of symmetry of nearrings, in comparison to rings, yields 
other models which are just as “correct.” 
Historically, if earlier pioneers of nearring theory had taken a different 
road, then perhaps different models of nearring modules would be more in 
vogue today. However, these earlier pioneers did realize that there were 
viable alternatives, but the group theory road to the M(G), and their 
actions upon G, did not forcefully demand alternate considerations. 
As suggested earlier, our road taken here will be influenced by ring 
theory more than group theory. We fix a commutative ring R with identity 
1 R, and we consider all commutative R-algebras. In general, if f and g are 
R-endomorphisms of an R-algebra -4, then we cannot expect f + g to be an 
R-endomorphism of A. However, there are some “special” commutative 
R-algebras for which a reasonable addition for their R-endomorphisms can 
be defined. 
Let R denote a fixed commutative ring with identity 1 R. Let A(R) denote 
the category whose objects are the commutative R-algebras with identity, 
and if A and B are such R-algebras, then Hom,(A, B) denotes all identity 
preserving R-algebra homomorphisms from A to B. So f~ Hom,(A, B) 
means (a+b)f= (uf)+(bfj, (ab)f= (af)(hf), lAf= I,, and (ra)f= r(af) 
for all a, h E -4 and for all r E R. 
Even though we do not emphasize it in what follows, the reader should 
always be aware that the principle goal of this work is to show that for any 
of our “special” R-algebras F of A(R), it will be possible to define a 
meaningful 0 for the elements of any Hom,(F, A) in such a way that: 
(1) (Hom,(F, A),@) is a group; 
(2) (Hom,(F, F), @,a) is a nearring; 
(3) (Hom,(F, F), @,o) acts upon Hom,(F, A) in the traditional way, 
i.e., group elements distribute over nearring elements, so (4, @ 4,) of- 
(q5,ofj@(t,h,~f) for allfEHom.(F,A) and for all al, q&~Hom~(F, F); 
(4) Hom,(F, F) acts on each F in the unusual way, i.e., nearring 
elements distribute over group elements, so (X + ~*)q5 = (~4) + (JUJ~) for all 
~5 EHom,(F, F) and for all X, y E F, 
(5) in fact, if F and F’ are each “special” objects, then 
(Hom,(F, F’), 0) is a group, the nearring Hom,(F, F) acts on the left of 
Hom,JF, F’) in the usual way, i.e., group elements distribute over nearring 
elements, and the nearring Hom,(F’, F) acts on the right of Hom,(F, F’) 
in the unusual way, i.e., nearring elements distribute over group elements; 
(6) the additive identity of the group (Hom,(F, A), 0 j will not be 
the zero map. 
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We shall introduce various types of “special” R-algebras, and then com- 
bine these types to obtain further “special” R-algebras. The structures of 
the nearrings (Hom.(F, I;), C&o) will be studied when possible, as will their 
groups of units, but one should always remember that the above six 
properties provide the connecting theme. 
2. THE R-ALGEBRA OF POLYNOMIALS 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity 1,. Let X be a nonempty set 
of indeterminates, and R[X] the R-algebra of polynomials in indeter- 
minates from X and coefficients from R. 
The R-algebras R[X] are free objects in the category A(R): i.e., if 
f 1 X: X+ A is any function from X into a commutative R-algebra A 
with identity l,, then there is a unique extension of f 1 X to 
f E Hom,(R[X], A). For another such function g 1 X and corresponding 
extension g E Hom,(R[X], A), one can define 0 on Hom,(R[X], A) by 
f@ g being the unique extension of .f ( X-t g 1 A’, where for J’ E X, 
(f ( X+ g ( X)(y) = (f ( X)(y) + (g I X)(Jj). With this definition of 0, 
R[X] becomes one of the “special” R-algebras promised in the introduc- 
tion. Hence, properties (l)-(6) are valid for R[X]. 
So, elements f~ Hom,(R[X], A) are identified with functions 
f ) X: X+ A. This means that (Hom,(R[X], A), 0) is isomorphic to the 
complete direct sum x;CX, A of 1x1 copies of A. 
For X= (x}, Hom,(R[X], A) 2 A, and (Hom,(R[X], R[X]), 0, O) z 
(R[X], +, o), the nearring of polynomials. For X= {x, JJ}, with x#y, 
identify f~ Hom,(R[x, ~71, R[x, y]) with an ordered pair (fi,fi) with 
each fj~RIx, ~1. If g=k,, gd, then fOg-(fi+g,, h+gJ ad 
fog- (fikl(-xt ?I), g,(x, J’)), fAi(.r, v), gz(-x, y))). So Hom,(RCx, ~1, 
R[x, y] Jo R[x, ~10 R[x, JV] with + and . defined from @ and 0 
above. One should now be able to understand the structure of 
(Hom,(R[X], R[X]), 0,~) for any nonempty X. 
It would be interesting to know the group of units for Hom,(R[X], R[X]), 
but that seems rather difficult. Each such unit would define a permutation 
function on R[X]. There are some interesting and tractable subnearrings 
of Hom,(R[X], R[X]), however. 
One such subnearring is when X= {x1, +x2, . . .. x,,). Define 
U,= 
1 
fEHom,(R[X], R[X]) f(xi)=ai+ i atjxj, cl;, avsR . 
j=l 1 
We identify f with a vector and matrix [(crj), (ai,)]. If g = [(pi), (b,)] then 
f@ g = C(CG) +(Pi), (av) + (~,)I and fo g 3 [t&i) + (aqMi)9 (aii)(~,)l. 
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Hence, U, is isomorphic to the abstract afline nearring [ 131 constructed 
from the ring ,X(n, R) of all n by n matrices over R and the J(n, R)- 
module F= @ z, Ii+, which is the free R-module on n generators. So, the 
units of U,, is isomorphic to the semidirect product F x0 GL(n, R), where 
GL(n, R) is the corresponding general inear group. 
Remove the finite restriction on X. For x E X and for N- 
Hom,(R[X], R[X]), define 
Each 17, is a subnearring of Hom,(R[X], R[X]) with the same identity. 
Let @‘2/(R) denote the group of units of R and let G, be the group of units 
of u,. Then G, is a semidirect product of H, by K,, where 
H, = (f~ U, 1 f(v) = J’+ A,(x), y # .x, Y E X> and K, = (f~ U, ) f(x) =x, 
f(j,) = u.,,~, JJ #x, 1: E X}. Each H, is also a semidirect product of L, by 
M,, where L, = (f~ H, / f(x) =x, f(y) = J’ + A,(x), 1’ fx, J’E Xl and 
hlx={f~H,If(~)=~, JJEX\(X}). So we have G.r(L,x,M,)x,K, 
for appropriate ,LJ and 8 [14]. Also, one can see that L, z 
C.~Ex,,,+t R[yl’, M,z%(R), and K,r&$-, a(R), so 
3. THE R-ALGEBRAS OF LAURENT POI.YNOMIALS 
As always, R is a commutative ring with identity. Let T be a nonempty 
set of indeterminates, with Tn T-’ = fJ, where T-’ = ( tp ’ 1 t E T}. Let 
R[T, T--l] be all polynomials with indeterminates in Tu T-l, so 
p E R[T, T-‘1 if and only if p is a finite sum of monomials, and a 
monomial has the form at;‘t?J2 . . . t? for some k 2 0, where n E R and each 
nj is an integer, and the t,, t,, . . . . tk E T. 
UfeHom,(R[T, T-l], A), since 1, = lRf= (tjt;‘)f= [tif][tif]-‘I 
each tif~92(A), the units of A. Conversely, each .fi T+@(A) can be 
extended uniquely to an f E Hom,(R[T, T-l], A). 
Forf, gEHom.(R[T, T-‘],A), definef@ggHom.(R[T, T-l], A) by 
extending t(f@g) = (tf)(tg). This 0 makes R[T, Tp ‘1 “special,” so 
( l)-(6) are valid. 
Let R = K, an integral domain, then any unit in K[ T, T-‘1 is of the 
form ~tnLtn2~~~ t?, so fe Hom,(K[ T, T ‘1, KC T, Tp ‘1) corresponds bijec- 
tively w\thz the ordered pair (4, (fi)) E@(K)‘x [Z”‘]‘, where 14 = ITl, and 
I is an index set, where AB denotes all functions from B to A, and where 
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ACB) denotes all functions from B to A with finite support [ 121. Actually, 
if R is not an integral domain, elements of the form described above are 
still units, but there may be more, e.g., 3t-‘+ 1 +6r~Z~[t, t-‘1 is a unit, 
where Z,, denotes the ring of integers modulo n. So, there are always the 
endomorphisms f defined by such pairs (4, (fi)). It happens that these are 
all of them when R = K, an integral domain. 
For a pair (4, (A.)), define the algebra endomorphism f E 
Hom,(K[T, T-l], K[T, T-l]) by extending 
tif = d(i) n tp, (3.1) 
jel 
and since each f. E Z (‘), the product JJj,, tj f;(i’ makes sense. 
Suppose f, ge Hom,(KCT, T-II, KCT, T-i]), f = (4, (fi)), and 
g = (Y, k,)). Then f@ g = (4~ CL + g,)). Also, 
ti(f;;g)=(d(i) n t!(j)) g=$d(i) JJ (figp) 
jel jEI 
(3.2) 
= d(i) .y(.L)(g . fl (@E~J;tilg,(k)) 
ktI 
= [6 . lJJL)](j). JJ $(k), 
kel 
so fo g = (4 . y’f”‘, (fi) . (gi)), where l~‘~‘(i) = n,,, ~l(j)~‘~‘, and where 
(L) . ki) = thih where MA = Cks I fitk) gk(j). 
So, we have + and . defined on [ZCO]’ which make it into a ring with 
identity (e,), where ei(j)=dV, the Kronecker delta symbol. We also have 
an “addition” . on d@(K)’ and a multiplication (y, (f,)) ++y(h) which 
make (S(K)‘, .) an abelian group and a unitary [Z’“]‘-module. In fact, 
(Hom,(K[T, T-l], K[T, Tmm’]),@,~)z@(K)‘GJ, [Zc”]‘, (3.3) 
an abstract affine nearring. 
It is worthwhile to consider the case where 111 = IT1 < co, say 
T= (tl, tZ, . . . . tn}. We can write tj f = 4(i) ny= i t;(j), and we can identify 
f= ((4(i)), WH). Suppose g= ((Y(O), (gi(j))), then 
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ti(fo g) = (d(i) fI t;(j)) g 
j=l 
so f’ g= C(4(i)) ’ ifi(j))(l’ij))? (f,(j))(gi(j))l. 
Note that the column matrix 
y( 1)h” y(2)h’2’. _ +p”’ 
r(l) :“).Iy..l,(n)flfn) 
y( l).my(2)m~~ .l,(n)h’“’ 
(3.5 j
is the multiplicative form of the column matrix 
i 
fi(l)ril)+fi(2)Yi2)+ .‘. fiifz)Yin) 
fi(l)ll(l)+f2(2)Y(2)+ .‘. +f2(12)yb7) 2 (3.6) . . 
.f,(l)1’~1)+fn(2)Y(2~+ ... +f,in)Yin) 
and this is why we have used the matrix notation 
in the equation for fog. So we have that (,Hom,(K[T, T-l], 
KIT,Tp’]),@,o) is isomorphic to the abstract affine nearring 
(JJP J&(K))@, A(rz, Z), where A(n, Z) is the ring of n by n matrices over 
Z, and n, e’(K) is the direct product of n copies of B(K). The group of 
units is then isomorphic to (JJIn d%(K)) x0 GL(n, Z). Note the similarities, 
and differences, with (U,,, O,o) of Section 2. In the case that T is infinite, 
we have the group of units isomorphic to e(K)” x0 @([Z”‘]‘). 
The main points of this section are summarized in 
THEOREM 1. Let K[ T, T-‘1 denote the Lauren1 polynomials wirh 
indeterminates in T and coefficients in a commutatioe integral domain K with 
identity 1,. Let l%(K) denote K’s group of units. Then the nearring 
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(Hom,(K[T, T-l], K[T, T-‘]),@,G) is isomorphic to the abstract uffine 
nearring 
%(K)‘OA [PI’, 
where 1 I( = 1 TJ, aud Z is an index set. The ring [ZC”]’ has operations 
(fi) + (gi) = K + gi) and (jiltgil = (ht), dwe hi(j) = L,tfi(k) g&j. The 
identity of this ring is (e,), where ei( j) = S,, the Kronecker delta symbol. 
The abelian group 4Y(K)’ has “addition” defined by (q5 .7)(i) = d(i) y(i) 
and the ring [P?“] acts on the module %(K)’ by y. (f,) = ytf”‘, where 
yCf”‘(i) = lJJE f l!(j) h(j’. The group of units is isomorphic to 
@‘U(K)’ xg “S( [Z(“]‘). 
If ITI =n< co, then (Hom,(K[T, T-l], K[T, T-‘]),O,o) is isomorphic 
to the abstract affine nearring 
and has its group of units isomorphic to 
(I! i(K)) o,! x0 GL(n, Z). 
4. THE GROUP ALGEBRA RG OF AN ABELIAN GROUP 
For a commutative ring R with identity l,, and an abelian group G, the 
group algebra RG is a commutative R-algebra with identity 1 RG = LG. In 
fact, the R-algebra of Laurent polynomials K[T, T-‘1 is just the group 
algebra RG, where G = lJ,, T (t), the (weak) direct product of the infinite 
cyclic groups (t), as t varies through T. 
An element f~ Hom,(RG, A) can be restricted to G c RG. For x E G, we 
have l,= l,,f= (XX-r)f= (,$)(xf))‘, so $E@(A), the units of an 
R-algebra A. Thus the restriction of f to G, f 1 G, is a group 
homomorphism from G to d%(A), i.e., f 1 GE Hom(G, @(A)). We can 
extend f~ Hom(G, %(A)) to f E Hom,(RG, A) by 
(4.1) 
This yields a natural bijection between Hom(G, %(A)) and Hom,(RG, A). 
For f; gE Hom,(RG, A), detine f@ g by extending the group 
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homomorphism x(f@g) = (xf)(xg) of G to %(A), using (3.1), to f@ge 
Hom,(RG, A). With this 0, RG becomes a “special” R-algebra satisfying 
(t)-(6) of the introduction. 
The R[T, T]‘s provide a bridge between the R[X] and the RG. For 
R[X], we identified elements of Hom,(R[X], il) with arbitrary mappings 
f: X-t A. For R[T, T-l], we identified elements of Hom,&R[T, T-i], A) 
with arbitrary mappings fi T-+@(A). And now for RG, we identify 
elements of Hom,(RG, A) with group homomorphisms f: G --f %(A). The 
apparent extra freedom for R[ T, T-l] results from the G = n,, T (I) of 
R[T, T-'1 being the free abelian group on T. 
For K[T, T-l], K an integral domain, we have determined the basic 
structure of the nearring Hom,(K[T, T-l], K[T, T--l]) as an abstract 
affine nearring. For the case j T( < cc, we displayed explicitly the elements 
of this nearring and described the structure of its group of units. This was 
a consequence of knowing exactly what the units of K[T, T-'1 look like, 
as well as the elements of Hom(n,,, (t), J2(K(T, T-I])). Without 
knowing the units of A and the group homomorphisms Hom(G, %(A jj, 
there is not much to be said about Hom,(RG, A). The problem of 
calculating the group of units of RG can be very difficult [ 111. 
We can obtain some interesting results when IG/ < x#, however. After 
describing these we shall look at the case where G = V is the Klein four- 
group and R is an integral domain K. These KV provide a collection of 
surprisingly interesting examples. 
Suppose G= {1=x,, x *, . . . . x,) is an abelian group of order n. As an 
R-module, RG is just the free R-module on G [12], so an element of 
RG has a unique expression ~‘ixi +r,x,+ ... +r,x,. A group homomor- 
phism f~Hom(G, %(RG)) has each xif=J;ix1+fi2x2+ . . . +finx, with 
x,f= lf= 1, so fil = 1, and .fij = 0 for j > 1. So we identify f with the n 
by IZ matrix (fV). If g = (gii) defines another such group homomorphism, 
then -~i(f~g)=C~=, (C~E,h~ggkj)d~jy so f” g = (Ct z 1 fik gkj) = (fijj(Sif), 
Thus, 0 induces the usual matrix multiplication on the matrices representing 
the elements of Hom,(RG, RG). 
We do not do so well with 0, however. To describe f @ g in terms of 
(fv) and (gli), we need to look at Cayley-like permutations of 6. For 
each i, define a permutation (T; by the equation x~?c,(,~, = xi. The equations 
x,xj = x,s(j) define the Cayley representation of G as a subgroup of S,, the 
permutations on (1, 2, . . . . n}. We obtain x,,(~) = six; ‘. The map x t-+x- ’ 
also defines a 6 E S,, where x:’ = xsci,, so x, = xg(if. Thus x, (k) = -l= XiX6; 
x~-T~(~) =.x,~(~,~,), forcing gi= ~~06. One easily sees that 6 = ii. If we iden- 
tify G with (ni 1 1 didn}, then for G’= (ci 1 1 <i<n) we have G’=Ggl, 
a coset of G in S,. 
Of course G’ = G if and only if gI E G. This means xixj= x,~(~) =xEci) for 
some i, and xixi = xgii, = x,: ‘. Exactly when does a group have an element 
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u such that ux = x -’ for each x E G? This happens exactly when x2 = 1 for 
each x E G and then u = 1. So G’ is a group only for such groups. 
Proceeding for f@ g, 
xj(fQ g) = CXif)tXig) 
=(Llxl+fZx2+ ... +~fi)2x,)(g,lx,+gi2.u2+ .” +ginXJ 
= (.Ll gioc( I) +fi? gicq(2) + ‘.. +fingi,~,in))~~l + ‘.. 
+ (Ll gig,(l) +A2 gio,(2) + ... +fingicq,~,)xj+ ... 
+(filgi,~(l)+fr2gi,“(2)+ ‘.. +fi,gir,(n))xtz. 
So the (i, j)-entry for the matrix for f@ g is fir g,O,C1) +fr2 g,,,2, + . . . + 
f, gio,(n) which is the inner or dot product of the vectors (fir, fi2, . . . . J.,fi,,) 
and (gicr,(l,, g+), -., g~o,(nJ The first is just the ith row of (&j, call it fi, 
but the second is the the ith row of (gV) acted upon by the permutation oj, 
call it gpI. So, the (i, j)-entry of the matrix for f@ g can be written as 
.fi’g?= f fikgiq(k). 
k=l 
Hence, f@ g = (f, . gy) = (c;=, & gi+)). This means that 
(Hom,(RG, RGj, 0, 0) r (Wn, RI, Q,, .I, (4.2) 
where M(n, R) = {(fi,) ( f E Hom(G, %(RG))), where . is the usual matrix 
multiplication, but 0, is defined by (si,) 0, (gq) = (x; _ r fik giojj(k)). 
Note that the additive identity is z = (zii), where each zil = 1 and zii = 0 
if j# 1. Our general results to now are summarized in 
THEOREM 2. Let R be a commutative ring with identity l,, and let 
G= { 1 =x1, x2, . . . . x,,} be a finite abelian group of order n. Let 
G’ = { oi 1 1 < i < n} be the permutations on { 1, 2, . . . . n} defined by 
XkX, (k) = xi. 
Then G’ = Go,, a coset of G as a subgroup of S,,. And G’ is a subgroup of 
S, if and only if x2 = 1 for each x E G. 
For the group algebra RG, 
(Hom,(RG, RG), 0,~) z (M(n, R), O,, .), 
where f E Hom,(RG, RG) is identified with (J;,) E M(n, R) by xi f = filxl + 
frZx2 + ... +fi,x,. So M(n, R) = {(fi,) I f E Hom,(RG, RG)). 
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If f = (fo) and g = (gij), then f 0 g = ( fi,) . (gii), where . is the usual matrix 
multiplication. However, 
and 
(A?) 00 (g,) = i fikgk7,,(k) v 
k=l 
z = 
! . 1 . . . 0 . . .‘. “ . 0 .. 
is the identity> jbr 0,. 
It will be convenient to partition a matrix (L?) E M(n, R) as follows: 
where 
and 
fz f23 .” fi,, 
p= f32 f33 ... f3n i 1, . . . . . . . . . fn2 f,~ ..’ .f,, 
If(gii)=(: g) then 
(4.3) 
Let N = Hom,(RG, RG). Then the nearring N is decomposable into a 
constant part N, = (m E N 1 nzz = m}, and a zero-symmetric part N9 = 
(nz E N / mz = z}. Now, as groups, Nf = NC+ ON,‘, a direct sum, since NC 
is abelian Cl, 131. If mz = m, then 
(: if)=(: if>(i :j=(,+1,1 co>=!,+lkrl :)2 
hence 1M=O. Thus m = (L ,“). 
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If mz = z. then 
(: :>=(t ix: :>=(,+L Afo>=(,+lM1 “0). 
Hence, p+ Ml = 1. This means that if m = (mU), then for each i, 
mi, + mi2 + .. . + nzin = 1. So xim E ker(z), the kernel of z, when we think of 
z E Hom(%(RG, da(R)). This gives us 
THEOREM 3. Let N = Hom,( RG, RG). For f = (&) E N partitioned like 
(: Fj as defined in (*) above, and if each x,m = mi 1 x1, then the constant 
part of N is 
NC={ m=(: i) p-(:1), mEHom(G;%(R))}, (4.4) 
and if z is the additive identity of N restricted to d%!(RG), then the zero- 
symmetric part of N is 
N,,={m=(; ;) 1 m(G) G ker(z), m E Hom(G, @(RG)) (4.5) 
Since (N, 0) is abelian, we have N+ = NC+ ON,+ as a direct sum. 
Let R = K, an integral domain, and let G = V= ( 1, a, b, c 1 be Klein’s 
four-group. To compute Hom( I’, %(KV)), one needs only to know the 
elements of %(KV) of order 2. Choose an element of order <2 for af, 
choose an element of order ~2 for bf, and then cf = (ab) f = (af )(bf ), and 
we have f E Hom( V, J&(KV)). 
In determining the elements of order 2 in %(KV), there will be two 
broad classifications to consider, and each of those will have two sub- 
classifications. We have the K with characteristic 2, and those with charac- 
teristic f2. Of the K with characteristic 2, we have K = Z2, and K # Z2. Of 
the K with characteristic 22, we have those having i and those not having 
$. It will be interesting to consider each of the four cases separately. 
Let u = u1 + u,a + u,b + uqc be a unit in KV of order 2. Then 
(4.6) 
If the characteristic of K is 2, then (4.6) becomes 1= (ur + u2 + u3 + u,)‘, 
hence u1 + uz + ug + uq = 1. Conversely, if U, + u2 + u3 + uq = 1, the corre- 
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sponding z1 has order 62. For the characteristic of K being 2, the units of 
order 2 or less are the 
u,+u,a+u,b+ [l-(u,+u,+u~)]c, 
where ui, u2, u3 E K are arbitrary. This makes the units in KV of order 62 
in one-to-one correspondence with the Cartesian product K x K x K. If 
K = Z,, there are exactly eight such units. Hence IHom( I’, @(KV))I = 64. 
If the characteristic of K is 22, then from (4.6) we have 




If exactly one ui = 0, then one of the other uj= 0, so we cannot have 
exactly one ui = 0. If exactly two ui = 0, uj = 0, then one of the other uh- = 0, 
so we cannot have exactly two ui = 0, ui = 0. 
If exactly three ui = 0, uj = 0, and uk = 0, then uI = & 1 for the remaining 
one. Such u’s are units of order ~2. 
There remains the case where none of ui = 0. Adding (4.7b) and (4.7~) 
gives 0 = ui(uz + u3) + uq(uz. + u3) = (ul + zlq)(ul + 243). Either U, + uq = 0 or 
U? + u3 = 0, or both. 
If ui + uq=O, then ui = -uq. From (4.7b), 0= u,u2+ z43u1= 
U~~~-U~UI=UI(~~-~~), so u2=u3. From (4.7d), O=u,u,+u2u3= 
u:-z4T=(u2-u1)(u2+z4,). If u1=u2, then u1=u2=ug= -~4~. If 
ui = -uz, then U, = --I(, = -u3 = -Q. Thus 1= uf + 11: + u: + U: = 4tiT 
and u: = $ and so u1 = -l-i. So, if i$ K, the only units of order ~2 are the 
trivial units when exactly three ~4~ = 0, uj = 0, uk = 0. 
Make a similar argument for u2 + u3 = 0. 
If u1 + 1.4~ = u2 + u3 = 0 then u1 = -uq and u2 = -u3. As above, uI = -uq 
implies ~4~ = u3, so z12 = -uz, contrary to the characteristic of K# 2. 
Suppose i E K. Define 
p,=gl+a+b+c)-x (4.8) 
for each x E V. Then ps = .x2 = 1, so these are units of order 2. 
Thus, if the. characteristic of K is 22 and 1 E K, the units of order 2 or 
1 are the 16 elements +x, where XE {l, a, b, c, pl, pa, pb, p,>. 
If the characteristic of K is # 2 and 4 $ K, the units of order d 2 are the 
eight elements +x, where x E V. 
In summary, the units of KV of order ~2 are: 
Case 1. K=Z,: x, t,, where XE V, and t,=(l+a+b+c)-x; 
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Case 2. Characteristic of K is 2, K#Zz: all u,+u,a+u,b+ 
[l-((u,+u~+u,)]c, where u,,u>,u~ER, 
Case 3. Characteristic of K is f2, 4 $ K: all fx, where x E V; 
Case 4. Characteristic of K is # 2, 1 E K: all f X, and all f p,, where 
x E v. 
In each of the four cases, we want to say what we can about (1) the 
structure of the nearring Hom,(KV, KV), and (2) the structure of the 
group of units of Hom,(KV, KV). 
For Case 1, having eight choices for each of af and bJ there are exactly 
64 elements of Hom,,(Z, V, Z2 V) = N, and from (4.4), we see that here, 
N, = {z}. So N is zero-symmetric. 
For x, y E V, p.Y pY = xy, and .ut, = t,,. So, the f~ N having nonsingular 
(fii) must be among those obtained by permuting the bottom three rows 
l 
1 0 0 0 
(4 
0 1 1 1 I 1110’ 0 0 0 1 
(0 i 
1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 1 
1 
1110’ 
0 1 0 0 
The matrices obtained from those of (a), (bj, and (c) are singular, and 
those obtained from those of (d), (e), (f), and (g) are nonsingular. So if %! 
is the group of units of N, then it is of order 4.3! = 24. We proceed to 
show that 
%%r Vx,S,s Vx,Aut V=Hol VzSs,, (4.9) 
where Ho1 V denotes the holomorph of V, and 8 is an isomorphism. For 
this, let S, denote the six matrices obtained from permuting the last three 
rows of the matrix of (g). Then S, ? S,. Now let 
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a normal subgroup of % is isomorphic to V. Since V and S, have a trivial 
intersection, and since they generate G, we have that q = V xg S;. One 
readily checks that the 8 is an isomorphism. 
Proceeding now to Case 2, if N= Hom,(Kl’. KV) we again have 
N= N,: and we know that N has JK16 elements. As for the group of units 
of N, we can say that the group of units of Case 1 is a subgroup. But if 
K#2~,therearemoreunits.Letuf=x+(l+xja,~f=xh+(l+.u)c,and 
so cf = b, where x E K\ (0, I}. Then f is a unit of N not among those 
already considered. If K is infinite, then the group of units of N will also 
be infinite. It would be interesting to know what the group of units would 
be for various K # Z2. 
For Cases 1 and 2, since N= N,, it is natural to wonder if N= N, might 
be a ring. That it is not a ring in each case can be seen by considering 5 
g, heN, where af=lfb+c, ag=c, bg=b, cg=a, and ah=a, bh=c, 
ch=b.Weobtainuf~(gOh)=l+a+canda[(f~gjO(f~1z)~=b,sothe 
left distributive law fails. 
Case 3 is the most interesting. As long as K has characteristic f2 and 
f $ K, then N= Hom,(KV, KV) has exactly 64 elements, but in this case, 
N, is of order 4 and is isomorphic to I’. This means that INo1 = 16. 
Turning our attention to a, the group of units of N, we note first that 
if f is an algebra endomorphism of KV, then (&) is a matrix with exactly 
one nonzero entry in each row, with fil = 1, of course. The units will be 
exactly the f with (fij) nonsingular, hence each column of (fi,) will also 
have exactly one nonzero entry. This means that a-~ ( fa, kb, kc}, and 
that bf c { la, +b, $-c :\ ( i uf }. So %! again has exactly 24 elements 
Among these are the elements of S, like in Case 1. The role of V is executed 
a normal subgroup isomorphic to IJ. As before, we have s%, 2 V x0 Sj, 
where 8 is an isomorphism. 
Turning our attention to the structure of N, note that N, consists of 
exactly the 16 (fi,), where fil = 1 and there is exactly one nonzero entry in 
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each row, and that entry is 1. So CENT represents an element of 
Hom( b’, V), which is a ring under our operations. Thus N,, is the ring of 
endomorphisms of v, and so V is one of its modules, and 
Hom,(KP’, KV) 2 V@,d E(V), where E(V) is the ring of endomorphisms 
of v. 
Finally, we examine Case 4, with the characteristic of K being #2, and 
4~ K. Since there are exactly 16 units of KV of order ~2, we obtain that 
N= Hom,(KI’, KV) has exactly 256 elements. Using (4.4), we see that N, 
consists of exactly the four endomorphisms whose matrices (fq) have 
f,,=l,eachfii=Oifj#l,eachf,,= fl,andfi,f31fdl=1.S~ N,rV,as 
groups. Thus, -jN,J = 64. But N,, is not a ring. Using the f, g, and h as for 
the case when the characteristic of K is ‘2, we obtain again that 
uf 0 (g@ h) = 1 + a + c, but when the characteristic of K is f2, we have 
a[(fo g) @ (j-0 h)] = 2 + 2a + 3b + 2~. So again the left distributive law 
fails. 
From (4.5), we see that for fe N,, af, bfE T= (1, a, 6, c, pI, p,, pb, p,>. 
Using the identities px py = xy, and yp, = P.~~, one can easily construct the 
64 elements of N,. 
Another way to describe N, and NO for N= Hom,(KV, KV) is as 
follows. Define for f~ N, 
XfC = 
1, if xf~T; 4 if xf,= 1; 
-1, if -(xf)~T, 
and xfo = 
- (xf ?9 if xfC= -1. 
Then N,=(f,)f~N}={f~Hom(V,~(KV))(f(V)~(+1)}, and N,= 
{foIf~N}={f~Hom(V,~(KV))lf(~‘?~T}. 
Let @ denote the units of Hom,(KV, KV). Since the elements of J@ must 
correspond to nonsingular matrices, we must have ( f( V)( = 4 if (fq) is to 
be nonsingular. By a case by case consideration, all f = (fi,) having 
I f( V)j = 4 are singular except for the ( fi,j obtained by permuting the 
bottom three rows of the matrix 
i 0 1 &I 0 E2 0 Es 0 1 ’ 
where each EWE {f 1 } and E~E~E~ = 1. This gives exactly 24 elements. We 
have a normal subgroup V described exactly as in Case 3, and a subgroup 
S, exactly as described in Cases 1 and 3. Again, we have 02 z V x0 S,, 
where 9 is an isomorphism. Since this has happened in all but Case 2 it 
would indeed be interesting to see what happens then. 
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Summarizing the work on KV, we can state 
THEOREM 4. Let K denote a commutative integral domain with 
identity l,, and let V= { 1, a, b, c) be Klein’s four-group. Then N = 
(Hom,(KV? KV), @,o) is a nearring with identity, and we have the 
following. 
(1) The group of units of N is isomorphic to 
VX,S,S Vx,Aut V=Hol VzSs,, (iI 
where 8 is an isonzorphisnz and Ho1 V is the holomorph of V, except if the 
characteristic of K is 2 and K # Z,. Even in this case, the group of units has 
a subgroup isomorphic to those of(t). [f K should be infinite, then the group 
of units would also be infinite. 
(2) If the characteristic of K is 2, then N has constant part N, = (z}, 
where z E N is the additive identity. 
(3) if the characteristic of K is 2, then IN( = /K16. In particular, if 
K = Z,, then IN( = 64. In addition, N = N, is not a ring. 
(4) If the characteristic of K is #2, and $ # K, then INI = 64, lN,l = 4, 
1 N,,I = 16, and NO g E( V), the ring of endomorphisms of V. We also have 
N, 2 V, and 
Hom,( KV, KV) ? VOa E(V) 
as an abstract affine nearring. 
(5) If the characteristic of K is 22, and $E K, then INI = 256. 
(N,l =4, INo1 =64, N,g V, and NO is not a ring. 
5. “SPECIAL" R-ALGEBRAS FROM OLD “SPECIAL" R-ALGEBRAS 
In the introduction, we listed six important properties of a “special” 
R-algebra A. In Section 2, we saw that examples of “special” R-algebras are 
the polynomials R[X] of a set of indeterminates X. Sections 3 and 4 
showed that additional examples are the group algebras RG of an abelian 
group G. So, if A is a “special” R-algebra, then A[X] and AG are “special” 
A-algebras. But they are also “special” R-algebras. 
THEOREM 5. Let A be a “special” R-algebra. Then for a set of indeter- 
minates X and an abelian group G, A[X] and AG are also “special” 
R-algebras. 
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ProoJ We first consider AG. For an R-algebra B, if 4 E Hom,(AG, B) 
and a E A, then a4 E B, so 4 ( A E Hom,(A, B). If g E G, then gd E S(B), 
so 4 ( G E Hom(G, 42(B)). Conversely, take &, E Hom,(A, B) and 
di E Hom(G, 42(B)), and define q4 E Hom,(AG, Bj by 
( > 
1 aigi 4=x (aidCl)(gidl) 
fora,~A,andg,~G.Identify~=(~,,~,j, and note that it is direct to show 
that 4EHom,(AG,B). If P=(P~,P~), then ~@P=(&,@P,, qh+pll)~ 
Hom,(AG, B), since q&@pO E Hom,(A, B) because A is “special,” and 
q3i + ,~i E Hom(G, 42(B)) since (S(B), .) is abelian. It is now direct to see 
that AG is a “special” R-algebra. 
Now consider A[X]. For an R-algebra B, if d~Horn,(A[X], B) and 
SEA, then u~~EB so q5j AeHom,(A, B). If JEX, then yd=d,~B. 
Conversely, take 4,, E Hom,(A, B) and (4, j-,.EX, an indexed set of elements 
of B, and define 4 = (do, (4,)) by 
It is direct to show that C$E Hom.(A[X], B). If 4 = (q&, (dY)) and 
P = (po, (P,)), then 4 0 P = (do 0 po, (dJ + ~~1) E Hom,(A C-U, B) since 
q$, @ p E Hom,( A, B) because A is “special,” and certainly each dY + p4. E B. 
It is now direct to show that A[X] is a “special” R-algebra. 
6. UNIFICATION 
Until now, we have referred to “special” R-algebras. As the reader may 
have sensed, or even realized, these “special” R-algebras are special cases of 
a more general phenomenon. They are all cogroup objects in the category 
A(R) of commutative R-algebras with identity. Even though the explana- 
tion of this phenomenon is best given in the setting of category theory, the 
reader should be assured that nothing but rather elementary ideas from 
category theory is needed. The basis for these ideas is due to Eckmann and 
Hilton [S-7], but the author learned of these ideas, together with the 
examples R[t, t-‘1, from A. Friihlich. It is from the examples R[t, t-‘1 
that this work developed. Holcombe is also responsible for ideas along this 
line [lo]. 
It is best to describe cogroup objects after group objects have been 
described. In the interest of space, we shall forgo that luxury. A few 
relevant remarks will be given after our description of cogroup objects. 
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For a category V’, the class of objects will be denoted by Ob%, and if -4, 
BE Ob%, then the morphisms from A to B will be denoted by bom(A, B). 
There are two properties that a category W must have before one 
can even begin to hope for the existence of cogroup objects. % must 
have (1) an initial object ZEO~~, and (2) for objects A, BgOb@‘, there 
must be a coproduct, or sum, (A 63 B, eA, eB). An initial object ZE Qb% 
is an object with the property that bom(Z, A) = {iA), a singleton, for 
each object A ~Obg’. The definition of a coproduct, or sum, is more 
involved. A coproduct, or surer, of objects A, BEO~% is an ordered 
triple (A @ B, e4) e,), where A @ BE Obg, eA E bom(A, A @ B), and eB E 
bom( B, A 0 B), and they must have the following properties. If XE ObV, 
f~ hom(A, X), g E hom(B, X) are arbitrary, then there is a unique 
(f, g) E hom(A @ B, X) satisfying eA 3 (f, g) =J’ and e, 3 (J; g) = g. 
For objects A, B, C, D E Ob’%‘, and morphisms f~ hom(A, C) and 
gEhom(B, D), one defines f@g=(foe,, goe,). 
A cogroup object of a category % is an ordered quadruple (G, 71, ~4, CX), 
where G E Ob’S, n E hom(G, G @ G), Zi E hom( G, Z), and E E hom(G, G) and 
they satisfy the following properties: 






The reader is encouraged to construct commutative diagrams to 
illustrate all the definitions required to understand the ideas of a cogroup 
object. After this has been done, reverse all the arrows and one obtains the 
requirements for a group object. One can see that a group object is exactly 
what one must do to try to define a group entirely within the confines of 
a particular category. So the idea of group objects and cogroup objects 
are dual ideas, but is more natural to consider cogroup objects after 
considering group objects. 
A nice thing about all cogroup objects (and group objects) is that you 
can add their endomorphisms in such a way that one obtains a group. 
When one also takes composition of morphisms, one obtains a nearring. In 
fact, if G is a cogroup object and X is any object of the same category, the 
morphisms in hom(G, X) can be added and the resulting structure is a 
group as well as a module for hom(G, G). In fact, properties (l)-(5) of the 
introduction are all valid. For a cogroup object G and an object XE Ob%, 
morphisms f, g E hom(G, X) are added in all cases by the rule 
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Thus (hom(G, X), 0,) is a group and (hom(G, G), @,, 0) is a nearing. (For 
a group object, f@, g = [.f; g] 0 Z, where [A g] is the dual of (J; g) for a 
product. In this case, (hom(X, G), 0,) is the group.) Further information 
and examples can be found in Refs. [24, lo]. 
Now, how are our “special” R-algebras cogroup objects? First, R itself is 
the initial object of A(R), and the coproduct or sum of A, BE ObA(Rj is 
(A OR B, eA, e,), where OR is the tensor product in A(R), and ea4, eB are 
defined from a H a @ 1 and b H 10 b. Let us first consider the R-algebras 
R[X] of Section 2. For a cogroup object (R[X], rr, p, CC) we need rc, p, and 
CI. Let xrc =x0 1 + 1 Ox for each x EX and extend to all of R[X]; 
similarly, let X,U = 0 and XCI = -x for each x E X and extend to all of R[X]. 
In checking coassociativity, one should realize that for an object GE Obg, 
G 0 (G 0 G), (G 0 G j 0 G, and G 0 G @ G are all equivalent. 
For an R-algebra RG of Sections 3 and 4 a cogroup object (RG, rc, p, a) 
has grc=ggOg, gp=l, and gcr=g-’ for each g E G, and then they are 
extended to all of RG. 
If one already has a cogroup object (A, rc, p, a), then one can, as in Sec- 
tion 5, construct further cogroup objects (A[X], rc, p, c() and (AG, rc, p, CC). 
Here one just extends the rc, ,u, and CI as directed by the two preceeding 
paragraphs. 
7. EPILOGUE 
In the introduction, we stressed that rings and their modules really play 
a singular role within mathematics, and especially algebra. In context of 
Section 6, we examine this singularity and show that within this 
framework, the additions we have used here are natural generalizations of 
the addition of homomorphisms of R-modules. 
In the category d’(R) of R-modules, for a fixed ring R with identity, the 
direct sum A @B of two R-modules A and B serve as the object for both 
product and coproduct. For a product (A 0 B, pA, ps), there are the two 
projections pa and pe, and for the coproduct (A@ B, eA, cB), there are the 
two embedding morphisms e.4 and e,. Every R-module A can be the object 
of both a group object and a cogroup object. As a cogroup object, we have 
(A, rc, ,u, CC), where arc = (a, a), a~ = 0, and aa = --a. As a group object, we 
have (A, rc, ,u, CC), where (a, b)n = a + b, u,u = O? and acl = --a. So, as a 
cogroup object, we have for f, g E Hom,(A, X), f@, g= 7t 0 (J g), and if 
a E A, then a(f@, g) = ax 0 (L g) = (a, uj(A g) = af+ ug, which is just 
pointwise addition. As a group object, we have for .f; gE Hom,(X, ,4), 
fo,g=Cf,gl~T so if aEX, then a(f@,g)=a[f, g]en=(uf, ug)n= 
uf + ag, which, again, is just pointwise addition. 
So, in addition to seeing that our O’s of Sections 2-4 are just natural 
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generalizations of the pointwise additions of R-homomorphisms of 
R-modules, we also see that the rich symmetry enjoyed by rings and their 
modules is due to their unusual property that, in a category setting, every 
object (R-module) is both a group object and a cogroup object, and they 
yield the same 0,. This double role of each object of the category is really 
very rare, For example, in the category of groups, the group objects are 
essentially the abelian groups and the cogroup objects are the free groups. 
So only the group of integers (Z, +) plays a double role. In the category 
of sets, the group objects come from the groups, and there are no cogroup 
objects. 
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